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Abstract
Wepresent our consistencysupport tool BIS, an extension
to the electronic product data management
system(EPDMS)
used at DaimlerChrysler
AGto configurethe Mercedeslines
of passengercars and commercial
vehicles. BISallows verification of certain integrity aspectsof the productdata as a
whole.The underlyingEPDMS
maintainsa data base of sales
optionsand parts togetherwitha set of logical constraints
expressingvalid configurationsand their transformationinto
manufacturable
products.Dueto the complexityof the products andthe inducedcomplexityof the constraints, maintenanceof the data baseis a nontrivialtask anderror-prone.By
formalizingDaimlerChrysler’sorder processingmethodand
convertingglobal consistencyassertions about the product
data base into formulaeof an extendedpropositionallogic,
weare able to employa satisfiability checkerintegratedinto
BISto detect inconsistencies,andthus increasethe qualityof
the productdata.
Introduction
Today’s automotive industry managesto supply customers
with highly individualized products by personalizing each
vehicle using a very large set of configurationoptions. E.g.,
the MercedesC-class of passenger cars allows far morethan
a thousand options, and on the average more than 30,000
cars will be manufacturedbefore an order is repeated identically. The space of possible variations is so great that
the validity of each order needs to be checkedelectronically against a product data base which encodes the constraints governing legal combinations of options (Freuder
1998). But the maintenance of a data base with thousands
of logical rules is error-prone in itself, especially since it
is under constant change due to the phasing in and out of
models. Every fault in the data base maylead to a valid
order rejected, or an invalid (non-constructible) order accepted which mayultimately result in the assembly line to
be stopped. DaimlerChrysler AG,for their Mercedeslines
of cars and commercial trucks, employa mainframe-based
EPDMS
which does the validity checking of each individual
order. The data base contains a large numberof constraints
formulated in Booleanlogic. Someof the constraints represent general rules about valid combinationsof sales options,
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other formulae express the condition under which a part is
includedinto the order’s parts list. It turned out that it is very
hard to keep such a large and constantly changing data base
of logical rules defect-free without help from an additional
automatedreasoning system for the documentationlogic.
Therefore our system BIS was created as an extension to
the current EPDMS
to help the product documentationstaff
in proving consistency assertions about the product data.
BIS offers a set of pre-formulatedintegrity conditions, and
allows verification of these conditions for the current constraint rule system of a modelline. These integrity conditions encompass--amongothers----easily comprehensible
properties of valid orders requiring no special engineering
expert knowledgeas well as consistency aspects which are
hardly observable without an integrated look on the data
base as a whole. The maingoal of BIS is to reduce the number of errors in the documentationrules and thus increase
the documentationquality.
BIS: A SAT-Based Consistency
Checker for
Product Documentation
Before turning to the description of the BIS system, we will
need to give a rough picture of the underlying EPDM
System which it complements. Then we present some consistency criteria that can be examinedusing the BIS system,
and showhowthey translate into SATinstances. Thereafter
wewill outline the architecture of our system.
DaimlerChrysler’s

EPDMSystem DIALOG

In the following we will describe the EPDMsystem DIALOG,
that is used for DaimlerChrysler’s Mercedeslines,
more thoroughly.
A customer’s order consists of a basic modelclass selection together with a set of further equipmentcodes describing additional features. Eachequipmentcode is represented
by a Boolean variable, and choosing some piece of equipment is reflected by setting the corresponding variable to
true. As model classes can be decoded into a set of special equipmentcodes, all rules in the product documentation
are formulatedon the basis of codes.
Slightly simplified, each order is processedin three major
steps, as depicted in Figure l:
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1. Order completion: Supplement the customer’s order by
additional (implied) codes.
2. Constructibility check: Are all constraints on constructible modelsfulfilled by this order?
3. Parts list generation: Transform the (possibly supplemented)order into a list of parts.
All of these steps are controlled by logical rules of the
EPDMS.The rules are formulated in pure propositional
logic using AND,ORand NOTas connectives, with additional
restrictions placed on the rules dependingon the processing
step, as will be shownbelow.

Customer’s
Order

Supplemented
Customer’s
Order

Checked
andSupplemented Order’s
PartsList
Customer’s
Order

Figure 1: Processing a customer’sorder.
Order completion. The order completion (or supplementing) process adds implied codes to an order. The process
is guided by special formulae associated with each code,
whichare of the following form:
C ond s > c,
wherec is a code (i.e. a propositional variable) and sCond
an arbitrary formula. The semantics of such a rule is that
when condition Conds evaluates to true under an order,
then code c is added to that order. Thus, each rule application extends the order by exactly one code, and the whole
completionprocess is iterated until no further changesresult.
Ideally, the relationship betweenoriginal and augmentedorder should be functional. However,the result of the order
completionprocess maydependcritically on the ordering of
rule application. Wehave shownelsewhere howto identify
potential instances of this problem(Ktichlin &Sinz 2000).
Constructibility check. In general, constructibility of a
customer’s order is checked according to the following
scheme:For each code, there maybe several rules indicating restrictions under whichthis code maybe used. A code
is called constructible (or valid) within a given order if all
constrainingrules associatedwith this codeare fulfilled, i.e.
all of these rules evaluate to true. For an order to be constructible (or valid), each code of the order must be valid.
The constructibility check consists of two different parts:
The first one is independentof the car modelclass considered, while the secondone takes into accountadditional features of each car modelclass. Althoughthe latter incorporates an additional hierarchical organizationof rules, we will
not elaborate on this. For our purpose the constructibility
rules maybe considered in a unified, simpler form:
c ~ c,
Cond
where c is a code and Condc an arbitrary formula. Such
a rule expresses the fact that whenevercode c occurs in a
customer’s order, the order must fulfill condition c,
Cond
i.e. Condcmustevaluate to true for this order.
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Parts list generation. The parts list is subdivided into
modules,positions and variants, with decreasing generality
from modulesto variants. Parts are groupedin modulesdepending on functional and geometrical aspects. Each position contains all those parts whichmaybe used alternatively
in one place. The mutually exclusive parts of a position are
specified using variants. Eachvariant is assigned a formula
called a code rule and a part number.A parts list entry is
selected for an order if its coderule evaluates to true. Thus,
to construct the parts list for a completedand checkedcustomer’s order, one scans through all modules,positions, and
variants, and selects those parts which possess a matching
code rule.
Consistency of Product Documentation
Due to the complexity of automotive product documentation, someerroneous rules in the data base are almost unavoidable and usually quite hard to find. Moreover,the rule
base changes frequently, and rules often introduce interdependenciesbetweencodes which at a first sight seemnot to
be related at all.
As the rule base not only reflects the knowledgeof engineers, but also world wide legal, national and commercial
restrictions, the complexityseemsto be inherent to automotive product configuration, and is therefore hard to circumvent.
A priori, i.e. without explicit knowledgeof intended constraints on constructible models, the following data base
consistency criteria maybe checked:
Necessary codes: Are there codes which must invariably
appear in each constructible order?
Inadmissible codes: Are there any codes which cannot
possibly appear in any constructible order?
Consistency of the order completion process: Are there
any constructible orders whichare invalidated by the supplementing process? Does the outcome of the supplementing process dependon the (probably accidental) ordering in which codes are added?
Superfluousparts: Are there any parts which cannot occur
in any constructible order?
Ambiguities in the parts list: Are there any orders for
which mutually exclusive parts are simultaneously selected?
Note that the aforementionedcriteria are not checkedon
the basis of existing (or virtual) orders, but constitute intrinsic properties of the product documentationitself.
By incorporating additional knowledge on which car
models can be manufactured and which cannot, further
checks may be performed. Besides requiring additional
knowledge,these tests often do not possess the structural
regularity of the abovementioned
criteria and thus cannot be
handledas systematicallyas the other tests.
SAT Encoding of Consistency Assertions
Wewill nowshow howto encode the consistency criteria
developedin the last section as propositional satisfiability
(SAT) problems.

Transformationof the consistency criteria into SATproblemsseemsto be a natural choice for tworeasons: first, the
rules of the underlying EPDM
system are already presented
in Boolean logic; and second, SATsolvers are applied in
other areas of artificial intelligence with increasing success
(Biere et al. 1999; Kautz & Selman1992). SATcan be seen
as a specialization of constraint satisfaction (Wallace1996),
and manyideas are shared betweenthese two research areas.
The formulation of all these consistency assertions requires an integrated view of the documentationas a whole
or, moreprecisely, a characterization of the set of orders
as they appear having passed the order completion process
and the constructibility check. So we first concentrate on a
Booleanformula describing all valid, extended orders that
mayappear just before parts list generation.
Let the set of order completion (supplementing)rules
SR = {Srl,...,
8rn} with sri = CondSi > ci. Then
the set of completely supplementedorders is described by
formula Z, where

z := A (
l</<n

Now,let CR= {crl,..., Crm}be the set of constructibility
rules with crj = cj
~ Condc. Then the set of constructible orders is described by formula C, where

c:= A (cj con4).
l<_j<_m

Moreover,the set of all orders that have passed the supplementingprocess and the constructibility check are described
by B, where
B := ZAC.
Wenowhave reached our goal to generate a propositional
formulareflecting the state before parts list generation. The
mappingof the consistency criteria to SATinstances is now
straightforward. For example, code c is inadmissible, iff
B A c is unsatisfiable. The other criteria are converted accordingly, but some of them require a more sophisticated
translation, especially those tests concerningthe order completion process. The complete set of transformations from
our consistency assertions to SATinstances can be found in
(Kiichlin &Sinz 2000).
Finally, it should be noted that the process described here
is simplified in comparisonto the actual order processing
that takes place in the DIALOG
system. The general ideas
should nevertheless be apparent.
Integration into Work-Flow
Wewill nowbriefly describe how our BIS system is integrated into the existing product documentationprocess.
After having made a change to the documentation rule
base (or, alternatively, in regular temporalintervals) some
all of the abovementioned
consistency criteria are checked.
Each inconsistency indicated by BIS must then be analyzed
and interpreted by the product documentationexperts: If the
product documentationdoes not correctly reflect reality (in
the sense that it does not properly classify whatactually can
be manufactured), the error has to be corrected - either by

adapting the documentationrules or by modifyingthe product itself. Otherwisethe reported inconsistency most likely
is an intended exceptional case that does not need any further processing.
Evenif not all such inconsistencies are--or even can be-handled, the quality of the product documentationis nevertheless improved.This is an importantfact, considering that
SATis an NP-completeproblem. Thus, it cannot be guaranteed that the systemwill find all inconsistencies within a
reasonably short amountof time. Weexperienced, however,
that for our application worst-case behavior and unacceptably long run-times are the rare exception; the run-time for
each proof is usually clearly belowone second.
Architecture of the BIS System
The BIS system has been constructed employing objectoriented client/server technology. It consists of a general
prover module programmedin C++with a SAT-checker as
its core component; a C++server which maintains product data in raw and pre-processed form and handles requests by building the appropriate formulae for the prover;
and a graphical user interface programmed
in Java, through
whichtests can be started and results can be displayed. The
three components communicatevia CORBA
interfaces (Obj
1995), thereby achievinga great flexibility, allowinge.g. to
place each componenton a different, suitable computeror
to use multiple instances of a component
(e.g. prover), if the
workloaddemandsthis. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of
the BIS systemarchitecture.
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Figure 2: BIS systemarchitecture.
Within the server, the UserLayeris responsible for authentication and handles user requests by starting the appropriate consistency tests. Therefore it employsthe Testkayer
which in turn is responsible for managing(i.e. scheduling,
starting) all consistency checks. The data layer is used as
a mediator between the Testkayer and the EPDMsystem,
and supports caching of pre-computeddata.
Extensions Based on Experience
Since the first evaluation deploymentof BIS 1.0 (and even
before), we have received a lot of feedback from DIALOG
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users at DaimlerChrysler.This helped us greatly in improving the systemin various aspects. Wewill nowdescribe relevant user feedback as well as experience-induced changes
in greater detail. The following items appearedto be indispensable for a broad everydayuse:
¯ Push-button technology: The logical prover component
can be completely hidden from the user, and it needs no
assistance in finding a proof. Interaction with the prover
is donein terms familiar to the operating personnel.
Graphicaluser interface: The BIS system offers an elaborated graphical user interface, as can be seen from Figure 3. Nocryptic command
lines have to be typed by the
user.
Short response times of the system: As BIS 1.0 was used
more and more interactively, consistency checks had to
exhibit short and predictable run-times. Wewill describe
below in moredetail howwe could achieve this.
Customizedspecial cheeks: Although we offered a general-purpose interface to the proverI which could be used
to performa lot of non-standardconsistency checks on the
product documentation,acceptanceof this tool was rather
poor. Thus, we implementeda set of further customized
special checks and extendedthe client accordingly.

¯.

:.

Figure 3: BIS systemclient.

Additional Functionality
Wewill nowreport on functional extensions that went into
BIS 2.0. As we already mentioned above, most of these additional tests could in principle have been performedwith
the general-purpose test facility of BIS 1.0, but required
some kind of~frequently almost trivial---logical
problem
encodingby the user; an interpretation of the result reported
by the client; and often an annoyingmanualgeneration of a
series of tests.
JThisinterface allowedqueriesaboutthe existenceof valid orders with special properties, wherethe demanded
property is an
arbitrary propositionalformula.
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Restricting the set of valid orders. The formalization
mentionedaboveallows the analysis of the set of all valid
orders. However,
as it turned out, it is often necessaryto restrict the set of orders to be consideredto somesubset of all
valid orders. This maybe needed, for example,to check assertions about all valid orders of a certain country, or about
all valid orders with a special motorvariant. The formalization of order restrictions could easily be realized by adding
a formula R describing the additional restriction to the constructibility formula B, and running the tests on/3 A R.
Valid additional equipmentoptions. Not only for an individual order, but also for a wholeclass of orders, it maybe
interesting to knowwhat kind of additional equipmentmay
be selected. This can be used on the one hand to analyze
the product data, but mayalso serve a customerto find possible extensions of a partially specified order. This can be
achievedas follows: Usingthe restriction possibility of the
last paragraph, the partially specified order serves as a restriction/~ on the set of valid orders to be considered. Then
it is checkedfor all codesc whetherthe formula/3A R A c is
satisfiable. If this is the case, then codec is a valid extension
of the partially specified order.
Combinationsof codes. Upon creation and maintenance
of parts list entries, the followingquestionfrequentlyarises:
Given a fixed set of codes, which combinations of these
codes maypossibly occur in a valid order? The answer to
this questiondecides over whichparts list entries haveto be
documentedand which have not. Setting up these tests manually for each combination is rather cumbersome,whereas
an automaticenumerationis trivial.
Groups of symmetrically related codes. Although not
reflected by the documentationstructure, we found it characteristic for automotiveproduct data that certain codesare
symmetrically related. Wecall a set C of codes symmetrically related (with respect to a rule-based product documentation) if there is a non-emptysubset/~ of those rules
containing at least one codeof set C, such that R is invariant under all permutations of the codes of set C. A typical
case for a set of symmetricallyrelated codesis a set of mutually exclusive codes, where one of the codes must appear
in each valid order, i.e. each order mustcontain exactly one
code of the set. For example, in the DIALOG
documentation
system each order must contain exactly one code that determines the country in which the customer has ordered the
car. Since these kinds of symmetricrelations can not be explicitly stated in the EPDM
system, but are implicitly given
by several rules, we addeda possibility to check for a given
set of codes whetheror not each valid order contains exactly
one of these codes. This is realized by checkingthe satisfiability of formula/3that describes all valid orders, extended
by the additional constraint that the order contains none or
at least twoof the codesspecified in the group.
Extending the Propositional Language
While sets of mutually exclusive codes represent the most
prominentexamplefor a symmetricalrelation, one can also
think of situations whereother symmetricalrelations are ap-

plicable. For example, a customer can choose exactly one of
a set of audio systems, or he can completely dispense with
audio systems. This means he can choose at most one of a
set of options. Anotherexampleis a valid order that needs
exactly k of a set of n colors specified. Obviously laying
downsuch restrictions in standard propositional logic leads
to excessive growthin formula size whichis often unacceptable, and may even in simple cases exhaust the available
resources. The fact that the mutualexclusiveness of country
codes in DaimlerChrysler’s current product documentation
is not explicitly stated underlinesthis.
To address this drawbackwe added--as is described in
detail in (Kaiser 2000)--the abovementionedexpressions
standard propositional language. This extends the language
by expressions of the form Rk : Xl,...
, Xn, where R E
{=, 5, <-, <, >, >}, k is a positive numberand X1,..., X,~
are arbitrary formulae of the extended language. The semantics of such an expression is that exactly Rk of the n
formulaeare true. Thus, the fact that at most one of three
possible audio systems A1, A2 and Aa should appear in an
order corresponds to the expression
< 1 : A1,A2,A3 ,
whichis equivalent to writing

-~(A1/xA2)A~(A1/xA3)/x-~(A~/~
in pure propositional logic.
A closer analysis even showsthat any formula in standard propositional logic can be transformedto an equivalent
formula based solely on the additional connectives, which
differs in size from the original formula only by a constant
factor. Thus, these connectives provide us with a methodto
represent formulae for automotive product data management
in a compact, structure-preserving and uniform way.
As a consequenceof introducing additional connectives,
we refrain from conversion to clausal normal form (CNF)
for satisfiability checking - in contrast to most of the
commonlyused Davis-Putnam-style propositional theorem
provers (Davis & Putnam 1960). Although this step involves a more complexprover implementation using a tree
data structure (as opposed to integer arrays for CNFrepresentation), its benefit is beyondthe merecompactionof
formula representation. On formulae generated from automotive product data our prover showedin most cases similar or better performance. Moreover, we avoided an additional data structure to represent the CNFof the formula
and therefore could reduce the complexityof the overall system as well as the space requirements and improveresponse
time, because CNFconversion of very large formulae is nontrivial.
Even beyond consistency checking, we consider the introduction of a logical connective that reflects symmetrical
relations to be essential to efficiently documentproduct data
on the basis of Booleanconstraints.

Conclusion and Future Work
Wepresented BIS, a system to complementDaimlerChrysler’s automotive EPDMsystem DIALOG.BIS serves as a

tool to increase the quality of the product documentationby
allowing to verify certain global consistency conditions of
the documentation data base as a whole. In BIS 2.0, the
consistency assertions and the product documentationrules
are translated to formulaeof an extendedlanguageof propositional logic, whichadditionally includes a connective for
symmetricrelations.
Feedback from the documentation personnel showed us
which features--among others--should be preferably included into a support tool for product documentation:ease
of use via a graphical user interface; goodintegration into
existing work-flow; push-button technology; and short response times.
Althoughcurrent satisfiability checkers are quite advanced and SATis still--and increasingly--an area of active research (Gent &Walsh 2000), we could learn from
the special applicational needs howto improvepropositional
SATtools and howto optimize prover techniques. Special
constructs occurring frequently in product documentation,
suchas selection of one out of a set of n entities, are usually
not appropriately supported by generic Boolean SATcheckers. Therefore, we see here an area of adaptations and improvementson prover technology and possibly further speed
gains, brought forward by applicational needs.
For the future, we expect a system like BIS to be indispensable for electronic sales over the WorldWideWeb.
Complexproducts need to be configured and checked electronically in large numbers,and thus the presence of a high
quality electronic product documentation--which is made
possible by our techniques--receives increased attention.
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